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Each of us is a personality and a part of the world as well. 
But where does our «I» end and “we” begin? 

Reflections on this topic in our funny photo-story.
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Sometimes we want to be alone,



…at times we like
to be with someone.



Often we also enjoy  
to be a part of something bigger.



Why is that? Why do we often aspire 
to the contact with other people,



…but at the same time we constantly save
our personal liberty and individuality?



Is there any 
connection 
between our “I”…



…and
our “we”? 



If so, how does it look like then?



Let’s reflect on this subject a little…



In general, people  
are quite “multilayer” 
creatures. 



Quite often these layers sail 
in different directions.



For example, one our part 
cares just about oneself,



…another one —
about close ones,



…third one —  
about distant  
ones,



…fourth one (sometimes) —
about the most distant.



The fifth one about something else. 
And so on.



Something, 
that puts our 
interests ahead 
of everything, 
is our “I”.



And thoughts of others, kindness…



…or love are the parts of our “we”.



Different quantity and quality  
of “I” and “we” in us mainly create 

difference in our characters.



Our “I” is always 
limited only  

by the boundaries 
of our body  

(oh, ok, sometimes 
by the boundaries 

of our toys).



But our “we” can be much broader.



Our personality, for sure,  
may give us some pleasure.



However,  
communication  
with other people  
is always important 
for us to feel happy. 



Without doubts,  
our “I” is very  

significant. 



Furthermore, only a personality 
can reflect on the whole. 



For example, reflect that “two” 
is always funnier that “one”…



…or that “we” are just
a lot of similar “I”…



…or that all
together we 

can look very 
beautiful!
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